SCORING Q & A

What are the differences between The Varsity All Stars Scoring System and Cheer Canada's Varsity Style Scoring System?
Difficulty ranges in Building and Pyramid difficulty. Cheer Canada has a wider high range of 4.0-5.0 in difficulty. The Cheer Canada Level Appropriate Chart is modified to be aligned with the IASF.

Will execution be implemented differently between the Varsity All Star and the Varsity Style systems?
No, execution will be implemented the same.

Will Cheer Canada Elite Club divisions be combined with USASF Club Elite divisions?
No, due to the significant difference in the Cheer Canada level appropriate chart.

Which system will Schools, All Star Prep, and Youth/Rec be scored on at Varsity Spirit Canada events?
The Cheer Canada scoring systems that apply to these divisions.

Which system will Dance be scored on at Varsity Spirit Canada events?
All Star Dance programs will use the Varsity All Star Scoring System. Schools will use the Cheer Canada Dance score sheet.

What rules will be used at Varsity Spirit Canada Events?
Both. The IASF Rules will be used for all divisions except the USASF Club Elite divisions, in which the USASF Rules will be used.

Will Accuscore be available for the Varsity All Star and Cheer Canada Varsity Style teams?
Yes, all Varsity Spirit Canada events will adhere to the same standards.

Will Accuscore be available for the IASF divisions
Minimally. We will follow the same policies procedures as the International Division at The Summit and the IASF World Championships.

How long do coaches have to review their scores at Accuscore?
1 day events = 10 Minutes from the time the scoresheet is delivered.
2 day events = 20 Minutes (Day 1) / 10 Minutes (Day 2) from the time the scoresheet is delivered.

Will Canadian teams competing the USASF Club Elite divisions be penalized for performing illegal skills? Not in Canada. The Legalities official will warn them of the infraction.

Are Canadian teams eligible to compete in the USASF Club Elite divisions?
Yes, for more information, click here

For questions regarding scoring at Varsity Spirit Canada events please contact:
Jibreel Rayam - jibreel@allthingscheer.ca